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A B S T R A C T

We propose and demonstrate a low-threshold triple-wavelength polymer laser based on an elaborately designed

subwavelength triangle microcavity with high optical confinement. The triangle optical microcavity in three

different periodicities is fabricated in a one-step and versatile way by imaging holography. A collimated laser

light (for illumination) sheds on a micrometer-scale diffractive optical element (as the object), and diffracted

beams are collected by an objective lens (for imaging) and they interfere at the imaging plane, yielding the

subwavelength triangle microcavity (as the image) with a demagnification ratio of 100. A novel conjugated

polymer blend featuring efficient Förster energy transfer was investigated in detail for its potential as the gain

medium. The blended conjugated polymer was overcoated onto the microcavity and lasing at wavelengths of

624.2 nm, 626.3 nm and 630.7 nm was simultaneously observed at a low pump threshold of 1.5 kW/cm2. The

imaging holography technique provides a flexible approach to yield optical microcavities in constructing multi-

wavelength lasers.

1. Introduction

Multi-wavelength lasers have been extensively investigated for their

potential applications in wavelength-division-multiplexing commu-

nication systems [1,2], high-precision refractometry sensing [3,4], op-

tical clocks [5] and molecular fingerprinting [6]. The erbium doped

fiber (EDF) as the gain medium has been exploited in multi-wavelength

lasers for its wide gain spectrum and high gain coefficients. Multi-wa-

velength EDF ring lasers are demonstrated using a triple-transmission-

band fiber Bragg grating filter [7], dual-pass Mach–Zehnder inter-

ferometer [8] or a double-ring structure with hybrid gain medium [9],

and a configuration of multiple EDF amplifiers [10]. However, since

EDF is a homogenous gain medium, the fiber lasers based on EDF often

suffer from strong mode competition and unstable multi-wavelength

lasing at room temperature. On the other hand, semiconductor optical

amplifiers, possessing properties of primarily inhomogeneous broad-

ening and broad gain spectrum, have been exploited for producing in

multi-wavelength lasers in the fiber configuration [11] or in laser arrays

by constructing vertical cavity surface-emitting lasers using high-con-

trast gratings as top mirrors [12], distributed feedback lasers using the

reconstruction-equivalent chirp technique [13] and surface emitting

quantum lasers using distributed Bragg reflectors [14].

When compared with the inorganic gain media, the organic coun-

terparts, such as the dye or the organic semiconductor, have advantages

of mechanical flexibility, ease for chemical modification and solution

processability [15–17]. In addition, they also exhibit broad gain

spectra, large absorption cross-sections and high fluorescence effi-

ciencies, showing prospect for realizing high performance multi-wa-

velength lasers. As a result, multi-wavelength organic lasers are re-

ported in different resonator configurations. For example, multi-

wavelength laser emission from the dye-doped cholesteric liquid crystal

was demonstrated by adding oversaturated chiral dopant into the

mixture [18] or by an inhomogeneous curing of the dye-doped cho-

lesteric polymer film [19], of both are attributed to a variation of the

helical pitch of the cholesteric liquid crystal domains. Dual-wavelength

lasing was observed in dye-doped holographic polymer dispersed liquid
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crystal gratings by a careful match of the gain spectrum and the Bragg

feedback at different orders [20], and one may not vary the lasing

wavelength separately. A triple-wavelength polymer laser was further

demonstrated by a direct recording of the triangular-lattice photonic

crystal into the active film, and tunability is demonstrated by me-

chanically bending the substrate [21].

Apart from the gain media, the fabrication of cavities with multiple-

mode emission capability is another issue in determining performance

of the multi-wavelength laser. Microcavities, such as the ring with the

whispering gallery mode effect [22], the one-dimensional grating with

the distributed feedback effect [23], the photonic crystal with the

bandgap effect [24], etc., providing strong light confinement by the

resonant recirculation are frequently used in realizing multi-wave-

length lasers. The multi-wavelength EDF ring lasers utilized the ring

cavity formed during fiber formation, have the advantage of high laser

power, however, extra mode selection mechanisms such as the Bragg

filter or the Mach–Zehnder interferometer have to be added for stable

laser operation, leading to a complicated fabrication process. The in-

organic semiconductor laser arrays consist of multiple microlasers

working in different wavelengths and could emit multiple lasing in a

controllable manner. Each microlaser cavity, composed of a photonic

crystal or a high-refractive index grating, has to be made with high

wavelength spacing precision, and particle beam lithography or mul-

tiphoton lithography techniques with the finest resolution have to be

utilized, exhibiting difficulties for large-area production [13,25,26].

The photonic crystal with different periodicities in different directions

could also support multiple mode resonation and emits multi-wave-

length lasing [27,28], however, it requires multiple holographic ex-

posure with a delicate control of parameters in each step, leading to

complexity in fabrication and uncertainty in device performance. In

addition, the self-assembled helical superstructure from liquid crystal

molecules as the laser cavity is at low-cost and cavity parameters are

tunable with multiple external stimuli, such as the electric field, the

optical field, etc. [29], however, there are often detects during the

formation of the superstructures, leading to deterioration of device

performance.

In this work, we propose and demonstrate a triple-wavelength

polymer microlaser by using a subwavelength triangle microcavity as

the resonator. A novel mixture containing a blue-emitting conjugated

polymer as the host material and a red-emitting one as the guest is

chosen as the gain media. The blue-emitting conjugated polymer works

as the efficient absorption material for light utilization. The energy

levels of the two materials are specifically optimized to obtain a large

spectral overlap between the fluorescence spectrum of the host and the

absorption spectrum of the guest, resulting in efficient energy transfer

via nonradioactive processes. The guest material is apt to return to the

ground energy level via simulated emission, furnishing high optical

gain. In this way, the self-absorption is reduced and the gain spectrum is

expanded, which is beneficial to fabricate low-threshold multi-wave-

length lasers. Moreover, we have employed a low-cost and versatile

fabrication technique called imaging holography for one-step fabrica-

tion of subwavelength microcavities with triple-mode characteristics.

This elaborately designed optical microcavity has never been reported

and exhibits strong photon confinement effects for efficient multi-wa-

velength generation. In the novel imaging holography technique, a

master diffractive optical element (DOE, as the object) is illuminated by

a collimated laser beam to produce multiple diffracted beams. The

diffracted beams are then collected and focused by an objective lens

(for imaging). At the focal plane, these beams will then overlap and

interfere with each other to yield a subwavelength microcavity with

demagnification to the DOE (as the image). The multi-mode char-

acteristics, such as the lasing wavelength, the wavelength spacing and

the number of lasing modes, of the microlaser could be easily varied by

engineering the subwavelength microcavity parameters, offering ver-

satile and controllable coherent light sources for photonic integration

chip applications.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. The triangle optical microcavity by imaging holography

The developed imaging holography technique could generate var-

ious kinds of structured light illumination for the photo-recording of

subwavelength microcavities and is based on the double Fourier

transformation principle. The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1,

where a pulsed UV laser beam (Advanced Optowave Corporation.

Wavelength: 355 nm; repetition rate: 1 kHz) is collimated by an ex-

pander system, shaped by a digital micromirror device, and then passes

through a 4f imaging system and impinges onto the DOE. The DOE

pattern has micrometer-scale features and it will diffract the single laser

beam into multiple ones and only± 1st orders are allowed to pass

through the objective lens. They will then overlap and interfere with

each other at the focal plane to produce the structured light illumina-

tion. We have carried out theoretical calculations (see Method Details)

and found that the structured light pattern is directly imaged from the

DOE pattern, with a demagnification ratio of 2M where M is the

magnification ratio of the objective lens. The imaging holography

equation is not infinitely correct and we have further derived the re-

solution of the imaging holography technique to be NA/4 , where λ is

the lasing wavelength and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective

lens. In this work, we have utilized an objective lens with a NA of 0.85,

leading to a theoretical low-limit of the linewidth around 110 nm.

Single laser pulse generates the whole structured light illumination for

the photo-recording of a complete subwavelength microcavity, fea-

turing ultra-high fabrication efficiency. In addition, the 2D stage is

controlled to precisely (error around 100 nm) distribute the structured

light fields on the recording medium, and thus this fabrication tech-

nique is quite advantageous in terms of parallel microcavity integration

for on-chip applications. Various kinds of structured light illumination

with nanometer features could be generated by redesigning the DOEs

and could be distributed precisely onto the sample on demand. How-

ever, to obtain diffractive beams by the DOE component, it requires

periodic structures in different directions (one periodicity in one di-

rection), giving rise to a limitation on the achievable types of micro-

cavities.

In order to fabricate an optical microcavity supporting triple-mode

Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the imaging holography technique. The DOE

splits the recording laser into multiple beams which are collected by the ob-

jective lens. These beams interfere at the imaging plane, yielding the pattern for

photo-recording. The light field pattern is an image to the DOE with a de-

magnification rate determined by the objective lens. This setup could generate

various kinds of structured light illumination for photolithography simply by

varying the DOE. The 2D stage distributes the patterns over the sample on

demand.
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resonation, we have specifically designed a DOE with three periodi-

cities in three directions and its configuration is shown schematically in

Fig. 1. It consists of periodic lines in three directions and is quite dif-

ferent from the triangle-lattice photonic crystal composed of periodic

dots aligned in three directions. This particular cavity is expected to

concentrate the light field in the microcavity center and provides ultra-

high light confinement. For fabrication, the laser direct writing tech-

nique is used to write the pattern into the positive photoresist with the

line periodicity in three directions being 40.0 μm, 40.2 μm and 40.4 μm,

respectively. The DOE pattern was then etched into the silica substrate

with a depth of 380 nm to eliminate the 0th-order transmission at the

operating wavelength, where the photoresist serves as the mask. Fi-

nally, the patterned silica DOE was cleaned and placed in the optical

setup. In order to obtain a subwavelength optical microcavity, we have

employed an objective lens with a high magnification ratio of 50. The

six beams diffracted from the DOE was collected and they interfere at

the imaging plane. The structured light field was used to photo-pattern

the positive photoresist (Thickness ~200 nm, Suzhou Ruihong Elec-

tronic Chemical Co., Ltd.) on the silica substrate and yield the relief

nanopattern after development (Fig. 2(a)).

2.2. Microlaser fabrication and characterization

For microlaser fabrication, we first evaporated a thin Au layer onto

the photoresist relief nanopattern to lower the surface free energy

(Fig. 2(b)). The relief nanopattern was then brought into contact with

UV curable adhesive on a flexible substrate and was subsequently cured

via a UV light-emitting diode, after that the mold was detached from

the substrate, leading to the replicated pattern on the flexible substrate

(Fig. 2(c)). The host and guest conjugated polymers were chosen as the

blue-emitting PFO (Poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene), Sigma Aldrich, MW

20,000) and the red-emitting MDMO-PPV ([2-methoxy-5-(3′,7′-di-

methyloctyloxy)]-1,4-phenylenevinylene), Sigma Aldrich, MW

100,000), respectively. The Förster energy transfer (FRET) material

mixture was dissolved in toluene at a fixed concentration of 1.2 wt %,

with the ratio between the host and the guest being varied (from 10:0.5

to 10:4) to investigate the FRET process. The blended conjugated

polymer was overcoated onto the relief pattern to complete the mi-

crolaser (Fig. 2(d)). For optical excitation, a pulsed laser beam with the

working wavelength of 349 nm and the pulse width of 8 ns was focused

into a strip and a spot for amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and

lasing investigations, respectively. A set of neural density filters (NDF)

was inserted in the optical path to control the pump intensity. In the

case of the ASE characterization, an adjustable slit was used to control

the strip length in order to calculate the film gain coefficient through

the variable strip length (VSL) method, where the conjugated polymer

film was utilized without adding the microcavity. Edge Emission was

collected as light was amplified along the pumping length. In the case of

spot pumping, normal emission to the sample surface was collected and

analyzed by a fiber coupled spectrometer with the resolution of 0.19 nm

(Avaspec) (Fig. 2(e)). Although the light feedback direction is in the

sample plane, emission can be outcoupled via the subwavelength tri-

directional periodic lines.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. The subwavelength triangle optical microcavity

Fig. 3(a) shows the microscope image of the DOE used in this work

for the fabrication of the subwavelength microcavity via imaging ho-

lography. It consists of tri-directional periodic lines for triple-mode

resonance. Fig. 3(b) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image of the patterned microcavities on the photoresist after develop-

ment. The whole sample was densely distributed with triangle micro-

cavities with a size of 40 μm. Our self-developed lithography system can

complete patterning the sample into an area of 1 cm2 in 5min, de-

monstrating ultra-high fabrication efficiency. As expected, single tri-

angle microcavity consists of tri-directional periodic subwavelength

lines in accordance with the DOE pattern. Fig. 3(c) and (d) show more

morphological details of the subwavelength microcavity. Theoretically,

the periodicity of the microcavity in the three directions should be

400 nm, 402 nm and 404 nm, respectively. The three periodicities could

support mode resonance at three different wavelengths, enabling a

triple-wavelength microcavity. However, the periodicity measurement

by SEM has insufficient resolution in determining each periodicity in

accuracy and we have only measured the periodicity in one direction

for reference which is shown in Fig. 3(d). The measured linewidth is

159.9 nm and the periodicity is 400.7 nm. Overall, the SEM observa-

tions and measurements agree well with theoretical predictions and

confirm the excellent capability of the imaging holography technique in

fabricating the triangle optical microcavities. It is worth noting that the

Fig. 2. Triple-wavelength polymer laser fabrication and characterization. (a)

Photo-patterning the photo-resist using the structured light field. The relief

nanostructure forms after development. (b) Mold fabrication by a direct eva-

poration of an Au layer onto the photo-resist relief nanopattern to lower the

surface free energy for nanoimprinting. (c) Replication of the pattern into the

adhesive by using the photo-resist pattern as the mold. (d) Microlaser fabrica-

tion by overcoating the active polymer onto the relief pattern. (e) Experimental

setup for pumping the microlaser.

Fig. 3. (a) Optical microscope image of the DOE, (b) SEM image of several

triangle optical microcavity, (c) SEM image of single triangle optical micro-

cavity and (d) SEM image showing the subwavelength lines in one microcavity.
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aspect ratio of the subwavelength pattern deviates slightly from that of

the master DOE pattern, which could be mainly attributed to devel-

opment conditions. In addition, high magnification SEM image of

Fig. 3(d) shows that the linewidth of those periodic lines is not uniform

with slight distortions. This should be attributed to the stitching error in

fabricating the micrometer-scale DOE, which blurs the interference

pattern of the multiple diffractive beams and hence deteriorates the

quality of the formed subwavelength pattern.

3.2. The host-guest conjugated polymer as an efficient gain medium

As for the gain media, we take advantage of efficient FRET in a host-

guest light emitting system to improve the lasing performance. The

overlap between the fluorescence spectrum of the host material and the

absorption spectrum of the guest material is crucial to ensure efficient

energy transfer, although the process is non-irradiative. Fig. 4(a) shows

the molecular structures of the host and guest conjugated polymers.

Fig. 4(b) further shows the absorption and fluorescence spectra of the

selected host (PFO) and guest (MDMO-PPV) materials. The red-emitting

MDMO-PPV have not only high photoluminescence quantum effi-

ciencies but also absorption bands that overlap completely with the

emission spectrum of PFO, ensuring an efficient energy transfer from

the host material to the guest one. In order to investigate the gain

possibilities of the composite film, the fluorescence and ASE emission

spectra from the composite film are shown in Fig. 4(c). The fluorescence

spectrum consists of two peaks, which are attributed to the 0-0 and 0–1

vibrational peak of the guest emitter. At a higher pumping intensity,

fluorescence emission evolves to ASE as a result of the optical ampli-

fying effect at certain wavelengths, peaking at the 0–1 vibrational peak

with the highest gain coefficient. It is also worth mentioning that there

is almost no residual emission from the host conjugated polymer, de-

monstrating a complete energy transfer from the host to the guest. The

full width at half maxima (FWHM) and the edge emission intensity as a

function of the pumping intensity from the composite film is further

given in Fig. 4(d). For FWHM, the broad emission band narrows sig-

nificantly with the increase of pumping intensity, i.e., gain narrowing,

at low pumping intensity below a threshold. At the pumping intensity

above the threshold, the FWHM of the emission spectra is about 10 nm,

which keeps almost constant with the increase of the pumping in-

tensity. This indicates that the spontaneous emission is gradually

dominated by the stimulated emission as the pump intensity increases,

as long-lived excitations are stimulated by photons propagating along

the pumping length, demonstrating the gain capability of the composite

film. The effect of the blend composition ratio on gain performance is

shown in Fig. 4(e). The film thickness increases from 90 nm to 120 nm

as the guest material ratio increases, due to the increased solution

viscosity. The ASE threshold decreases with the increase in the guest

material ratio and no optical gain can be experimentally observed when

the guest concentration is below 5wt%. The ASE threshold is essentially

determined by two major factors in the FRET blend: the FRET efficiency

and the self-quenching of the guest material, which are highly depen-

dent on the concentration of the guest material [30]. It seems that the

increase in the FRET efficiency due to the intensifying molecular in-

teraction and the increased optical confinement as a result of the film

thickness play a more important part role in determining the composite

material performance.

We have further quantized the gain coefficients of the composite

film with the host and guest material ratio being 10:4 by the VSL

method. Under the strip pumping conditions, the edge emission in-

tensity was measured as a function of the pumping length. The net gain

coefficient was then calculated by fitting the experimental data to the

expected dependence for ASE [31]:

=I AP
g

gl[exp( ) 1]out
0

(1)

Where Iout is the edge emission intensity, A is a constant that stands for

the spontaneous emission rate, P0 is the pumping intensity, g is the gain

coefficient and l is the pumping length. The parameters of A and g could

be obtained by fitting the experimental data to the equation. For one set

of the measurements, the pumping intensity remains unchanged, as the

optical gain is directly related to the excitation intensity. Fig. 4(f) shows

experimentally measured edge emission intensity as a function of the

pump strip length, from which we can deduce the optical gain coeffi-

cients of the sample at different pumping intensities via the data fitting.

The fitting curves using Eq. (1) are also shown, which yield the gain

coefficients at corresponding pump intensities. The measured gain

coefficient increases from 13 cm−1 to 49 cm−1 when the pump in-

tensity changes from 6 kW/cm2 to 12 kW/cm2. The agreement between

the fitting curves and experimental data deteriorates when the pump

intensity increases, especially for the long pumping strip cases. This is

mainly attributed to the optical saturation when propagating photons

deplete a substantial fraction of excitation and the output emission

intensity deviates from the theoretical equation. The achieved gain

coefficients from the composite film are large enough to ensure ex-

cellent multi-wavelength laser performance [32].

3.3. Multi-wavelength lasing from the triangle optical microcavity

The triangle microcavity with tri-directional subwavelength lines is

different from the grating or the photonic crystal configuration, how-

ever, we found that the periodic lines in one direction could be re-

garded as a distributed feedback laser, and thus the well-known Bragg

Fig. 4. (a) Molecular structures of the host and guest

conjugated polymers. (b) The absorption and fluor-

escence spectra of the host (PFO) conjugated polymer

and the fluorescence spectrum of the guest (MDMO-

PPV) conjugated polymer. (c) Fluorescence and am-

plified spontaneous emission spectra of the blended

conjugated polymer film. (d) The dependence of the

FWHM and emission intensity as a function of the

pumping intensity for the blended conjugated

polymer films. (e) Composite film properties as a

function of the guest material ratio. (f) Output edge

emission intensity as a function of the excitation

length for the blended conjugated polymer film

under different pumping intensities. Solid lines are

fitting curves based on the VSL method and the de-

duced gain coefficients are also shown. Fluo and ASE

is the abbreviation of fluorescence and amplified

spontaneous emission, respectively.
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equation could be directly utilized to explain the feedback mechanism

in this peculiar microcavity. As mentioned in the experimental part that

the periodicities in three directions of the DOE is 40.0 μm, 40.2 μm and

40.4 μm, respectively. According the criterion of the imaging holo-

graphy developed in this work, the structured light field at the imaging

plane is an image to the DOE pattern with a demagnification ratio of

100, and thus the periodicities in different directions of the triangle

microcavity is 400 nm, 402 nm and 404 nm accordingly. The Bragg

equation:

=n m2 eff (2)

Where is the lasing wavelength, neff is the mode effective refractive
index, is the periodicity and m is the Bragg order. The Bragg order is

2 and the mode effective refractive index is around 1.55 according to

the waveguiding theory, therefore, the three lasing wavelengths should

locate around 625 nm with an average wavelength spacing of 3.2 nm.

The lasing wavelength just falls in the ASE regime of the composite

conjugated polymer film, ensuring a high optical gain.

Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the photograph of the lasing device and the

emission pattern, respectively. When the pump energy was above the

laser threshold, the sample emits the laser spot consisted of three bright

lines, attributing to the out-coupling effect of the periodic sub-

wavelength lines [33]. Each emission line corresponds to a feedback

direction of the triangle microcavity, thereby rending a triple-wave-

length operation. The emission spectra from the triangle microcavity

laser at different pumping intensities are shown in Fig. 5(c). Under the

low pump intensity (11.1 μJ/cm2), the emission shows the broadband

spontaneous emission. As the pump intensity increases, three lasing

peaks appear and their intensity increases steadily, as shown in

Fig. 5(d). There appears to be two regimes for the emission intensity.

One is below the laser threshold, where the emission intensity is low

and increases slowly with the pump intensity. The other is beyond the

laser threshold, where the emission intensity undergoes an abrupt in-

crease with the pump intensity. The different emission intensity de-

pendence is attributed to the difference in the emission directionality of

spontaneous emission and laser emission. The two regimes are quasi-

linear and the laser threshold is deduced by the intersection of the two

fitting liner curves. The laser thresholds for the three wavelengths is

determined to be 11.3 μJ/cm2, 11.5 μJ/cm2 and 11.8 μJ/cm2, respec-

tively, attributing to the mode competition process in this microcavity.

With the pump pulse duration being 8 ns, the power density threshold is

around 1.5 kW/cm2, much lower than that in previous publications on

multi-wavelength organic lasers [21,27], indicating the effectiveness of

the novel cavity in resonating light. It is believed that the design of the

triple-wavelength microcavity with tri-directional subwavelength lines

and the one-step fabrication with the imaging holography technique is

crucial in realizing this low-threshold triple-wavelength polymer mi-

crolaser. The spectral profile of each laser peak was further given in

Fig. 5(e). The FWHM of each lasing peak is around 0.5 nm which cor-

responds to a high Q factor around 1300, confirming the effectiveness

of the peculiar microcavity in confining light. As a result, the polymer

microlaser emits triple wavelength lasing at wavelengths of 624.2 nm,

626.3 nm and 630.7 nm, which agrees well with the prediction by the

Bragg equation. It is also worth to note that, the imaging holography

technique is versatile to provide multi-wavelength polymer microlasers,

with a flexibility in designing the number of lasing modes and the lo-

cation of each lasing wavelength by an elaborate design of the DOE.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have proposed and demonstrated an low-threshold

triple-wavelength polymer microlaser based on a specifically designed

triangle optical microcavity. The triangle optical microcavity consists of

tri-directional periodic lines with different periodicities, which could

support effective light resonating at three separate modes. Furthermore,

we employed an imaging holography technique for one-step fabrication

of the subwavelength triangle optical microcavity, in which the struc-

tured light field for photo-recording was generated from a DOE pattern,

with a demagnification ratio of 100, furnishing an efficient and versa-

tile approach to subwavelength optical microcavities. The PFO and

MDMO-PPV conjugated polymer serves as the efficient absorbers and

emitters, and the matched energy levels facilitate an effective energy

transfer, showing a gain coefficient of 49 cm−1. The triangle micro-

cavity laser emits stable three lasing at locations of 624.2 nm, 626.3 nm

and 630.7 nm with a low pump threshold of 1.5 kW/cm2. More im-

portant, the imaging holography technique could precisely distribute

the microcavities over the recording medium, creating new possibilities

for light modulation using on-chip or arrayed microcavities.
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